While temperature intensity and corrosion possibilities in your drain may never be as severe or intense as what your battery casing experiences, high heat and chemical corrosion are a real and constant threat to your plumbing. From boiling water that goes through sink traps — to drain cleaners that generate large volumes of heat in your pipes and subject them to highly concentrated, corrosive liquids.

When you’re thinking do-it-yourself plumbing and wondering which brand to buy — remember the material that’s passed a whole battery of tests — including use as a battery casing in your car! Remember polypropylene for performance. And think Genova first.

Genova Wrote the Book on Plastic Plumbing

This fully illustrated text makes you the plumbing expert. See how easy and economical it is to plumb your whole house or addition, install a sump pump and even build a seer-Septic system utilizing today’s modern plastic piping materials.

The "Do-It-Yourself" book is the most comprehensive book yet on modern plumbing installation and deserves a prominent place in your "how-to" library.

If not available in your dealer’s how-to-library, please clip out this coupon and send for your guide into the world of easy-to-do plumbing.
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TUBULAR

A Tough Case And Point For Drains Of Polypropylene

The Case
If you want to know how really tough Genova’s do-it-yourself polypropylene drains perform — take a look under the hood of your car. That’s right! Check out the battery and the casing in which it’s contained. You’ll be surprised to learn — it’s made of rugged, durable polypropylene!

By its very nature, a car’s battery casing requires unsurpassed toughness and unyielding performance against corrosion and distortion, chemicals and acidity, and heat and heat transfer. Battery manufacturers have found no more dependable casing material to date than performance proven, chemical resistant, rigid, heat and distortion resistant polypropylene.

The Point
How does the heat and chemical resistant performance of your battery casing relate to the drains in your sinks and lavatories?

Sink and Lavatory Drains
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